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Abstract—We consider platoons composed of identical vehicles with an asymmetric nearest-neighbor interaction. We restrict ourselves to intervehicular coupling realized with dynamic arbitrary-order onboard controllers such that the coupling to the immediately preceding vehicle is proportional to the coupling to the immediately following vehicle. Each vehicle is modeled using a transfer function and we impose no restriction on the order of the vehicle. The only requirement on the controller and vehicle model is that the platoon is stable for any number of vehicles. The platoon is described by a transfer function in a convenient product form. We investigate how the H-infinity norm and the steady-state gain of the platoon scale with the number of vehicles. We conclude that if the open-loop transfer function of the vehicle contains two or more integrators and the second smallest eigenvalue of the graph Laplacian is uniformly bounded from below, the norm scales exponentially with the growing distance in the graph. If there is just one integrator in the open loop, we give a condition under which the norm of the transfer function is bounded by its steady-state gain—the platoon is string-stable. Moreover, we argue that in this case it is always possible to design a controller for the extreme asymmetry—the predecessor following strategy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicle platoons are chains of automatic cars that are supposed to travel with a tight spacing in a highway lane. They are expected to increase the safety and capacity of highways. A number of theoretical results are available in the literature, but experiments with short vehicle platoons were described too [1] (PATH project) or [2] (SARTRE project). Majority of the practical results rely on intervehicular communication. The most commonly adopted approaches are Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) [1], [3], leader following [4] and leader’s velocity transmission [5], [6]. However, the communication can be delayed, disturbed or even denied by an intruder.

In the absence of intervehicular communication, the only available information is the one measured by the onboard sensors, especially the intervehicular distances. It turns out that certain properties of such platoons need not scale well for a growing number of vehicles. Among the strategies, the time-headway policy is scalable [7] but the platoon’s length grows with the speed of the leader. Among fixed-distance approaches such as the predecessor following and symmetric or asymmetric bidirectional control, an unpleasant phenomenon known as string instability can occur. This means that a disturbance affecting a given vehicle can be amplified as it propagates along the platoon (string) of vehicles. For the predecessor following strategy, string instability occurs for an arbitrary model of a vehicle as long as there are at least two integrators in the open loop [8]. If measurements of the distance from both the immediately preceding and the immediately following vehicles are available, we call the corresponding control bidirectional. In this paper we are going to revolve around the role of asymmetry of bidirectional coupling.

Recent works suggest that in a bidirectional platoon with second-order open-loop dynamics, a good trade-off between the settling time and peaks in the transient response can be achieved if the asymmetry of coupling is imposed differently on the measured intervehicular distances and their first derivatives—relative velocities. However, these results are only obtained by numerical simulations [9] or the results are based on reasonable conjectures [10], [11]. Moreover, they are all valid only for particular system models. No general knowledge is available so far.

In contrast, if the coupling assumes identical asymmetry for both the distances and their first derivatives, a nonzero lower bound on the formation eigenvalues can be achieved [5]. This guarantees controllability [6] of the formation of an arbitrary size. On the other hand, for a double integrator model, the $H_{\infty}$ norm of a particular transfer function related to disturbance attenuation grows exponentially in the number of vehicles [12]. Later this bad scaling was attributed to the presence of the uniform bound on eigenvalues if there are at least two integrators in the open loop [13]. Hence, the uniform boundedness of eigenvalues plausible from the perspective of faster transient response must be paid for by very bad scaling in the frequency domain.

If symmetric coupling is implemented, the norm grows only linearly [14], [15] but the step response suffers from very long transients—the eigenvalues get arbitrarily close to the origin. This can be alleviated using a wave-absorbing controller implemented on either end of the platoon [16]. Finally, it is also the sensitivity of the platoon to the noise that depends on the number of integrators in the open loop [17].

In this paper we consider platoons composed of identical vehicles with an asymmetric nearest-neighbor interaction. We restrict ourselves to the case when the coupling to the immediately preceding vehicle is proportional to the coupling to the immediately following vehicle (see eq. (1)). Each vehicle is modeled by a transfer function and we impose no restriction on the order or structure of the model.

We investigate how the $H_{\infty}$ norm and the steady-state gain of the platoon scale with the number of vehicles. If the vehicle contains two or more integrators and the eigenvalues of the graph Laplacian are uniformly bounded from below, the norm scales exponentially with the growing distance in the graph (Sec. IV-A). If there is just one integrator in the open loop, we give a condition under which the norm of the transfer function is bounded by its steady-state gain—the platoon is string-stable (Sec. IV-B). In addition, in this case it is possible to design a string-stable controller for the extreme asymmetry—the predecessor following strategy, which offers some implementation advantages compared to general asymmetric bidirectional control (see Sec. IV-C).

The novelty is that our results hold for an arbitrary LTI model (order and structure) of the individual vehicle. Thus, we do not limit ourselves to a single or double integrator models as in [5], [6], [9], [12], [17]. In fact, our work generalizes those results to arbitrary transfer function models of individual vehicles. The main distinguishing feature is the number of integrators in the open loop. We extend the result on exponential scaling from our paper [13] to an arbitrary transfer function in the formation. Moreover, we add a discussion of scaling when only one integrator in the open loop is present in the agent model and also a steady-state gain is analyzed.
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This paper therefore should give a broader qualitative overview of what is achievable with proportional asymmetry for general vehicle models.

II. VEHICLE AND PLATOON MODELLING

Consider $N$ identical vehicles indexed as $i = 1, 2, \ldots, N$, with $i = 1$ corresponding to the platoon leader. The leader drives independently of the platoon. The vehicles have identical transfer functions $G(s) = \frac{b(s)}{c(s)}$ of an arbitrary type and order with positions $y_i$ as the outputs. Given the transfer function of the vehicle, a dynamic controller $R(s)$ for the vehicle is designed in order to meet some platoon requirements, such as to stabilize the platoon (see Assumption 1) or satisfy the internal model principle [18]. This controller produces the input to the vehicle and we assume that it is of an arbitrary structure and order, provided that the requirements on the platoon are satisfied. The open-loop model $M(s) = R(s)G(s) = \frac{b(s)y(s)}{c(s)y(s)}$, $\forall s$ is a series connection of the controller and the vehicle models.

Definition 1 (Number of integrators in the open loop). Let the open-loop model be factored as $M(s) = 1/s^N$ or $\bar{M}(0) < \infty$. Then $\eta \in \mathbb{N}_0$ is the number of integrators in the open loop.

The number $\eta$ is also known as a type number of the system. For instance, the model $M(s) = 1/s^{\eta+1}$ is a system with one integrator $\eta = 2$. We call the well-known cases with $\bar{M}(s) = 1$ a single-integrator system for $\eta = 1$ and a double-integrator system for $\eta = 2$, respectively.

The input to the controller is the combined front and rear intervehicular spacing error

$$e_i = (y_{i-1} - y_i) - (y_{i} - y_{i+1}) + r_i.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

We call the nonnegative weight $e_i$ of the rear spacing error the constant of bidirectionality. When $e_i = 1, \forall i$, we have a symmetric control, when $e_i \neq 1, \forall i$, the control is asymmetric and $e_i = 0, \forall i$ we have the leader following (FF). The general external input $r_i$ can represent, for instance, a measurement noise or a reference such as the reference distance $y_i$. Since we use a dynamic controller, the control law can also access the relative velocity and other derivatives of the distances (for instance by using a PD controller $R(s) = \alpha s + \beta$).

A. Laplacian properties

The regulation errors in (1) are given in a vector form as $e = -Ly + r$ with $e = [e_1, \ldots, e_N]^T$, $y = [y_1, \ldots, y_N]^T$ and $r = [r_1, \ldots, r_N]^T$. The matrix $L = [l_{ij}] \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N}$ is the Laplacian of a path graph and has the following structure

$$L = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots \\
0 & 1 & \epsilon_2 & -\epsilon_2 & 0 & \cdots \\
-1 & 1 + \epsilon_2 & -\epsilon_2 & 0 & \cdots \\
0 & -1 & 1 + \epsilon_3 & -\epsilon_3 & \cdots \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
0 & \cdots & -1 & 1 + \epsilon_{N-1} & -\epsilon_{N-1} \\
0 & \cdots & 0 & -1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}. \hspace{1cm} (2)
$$

It is a non-symmetric tri-diagonal matrix. Next we state some useful properties of $L$, mainly taken from the literature.

Lemma 1. Laplacian $L$ in (2) and its eigenvalues $\lambda_i$ have the following properties:

a) The eigenvalues $\lambda_i$ are all real and $\lambda_i \geq 0$, $\forall i$.

b) With the eigenvalues ordered as $\lambda_1 \leq \lambda_2 \leq \ldots \leq \lambda_N$, the smallest eigenvalue $\lambda_1 = 0$ and this eigenvalue is simple.

c) The eigenvalues are upper-bounded by $\lambda_{\text{max}}$, that is, $\lambda_1 \leq \lambda_{\text{max}} \leq 2 \max (1 + \epsilon_i)$.

d) Let $L_i$ be the matrix obtained from $L$ by deleting the first row and the first column (both correspond to the leader). Then $\lambda_i(L_i) = \lambda_i(L_{i+1})$ for all $\lambda_i \neq 0$.

e) Suppose that $\epsilon_i \leq \epsilon_{\text{max}} < 1 \forall i$. Then the nonzero eigenvalues $\lambda_2, \ldots, \lambda_N$ are upper-bounded by $\lambda_i \leq \lambda_{\text{max}} = 2(1 + \epsilon_{\text{max}}), \forall i \geq 1$ and lower-bounded by

$$\lambda_1 \geq \lambda_{\text{min}} \geq -\frac{1}{2} \frac{1 - \epsilon_{\text{max}}^2}{1 + \epsilon_{\text{max}}} > 0, \hspace{1cm} \forall i \geq 2. \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

d) The bounds are uniform, that is, they do not depend on $N$.

f) Let $L_k$ be a matrix obtained from $L$ by deleting $k$th row and column. Let the eigenvalues of $L_k$, $1 < k < n$, be $\mu_1 < \mu_2 < \ldots < \mu_{n-k}$. Then

$$\lambda_{j+2} \geq \mu_j \geq \lambda_j, \hspace{0.2cm} j = 1, 2, \ldots, N-2. \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

Proof. The properties a)-d) are discussed in [13, Lem. 1], e) is proved in [13, Thm. 1]. The statement f) follows from [19, Thm. 5.5.6], which gives conditions of interlacing for totally nonnegative matrices. $L$ is similar to a totally nonnegative matrix [19, pp. 6.7]. Both $L$ and $L_k$ can be transformed to totally nonnegative matrices using similarity transform with signature matrices $S = \text{diag}[1, -1, \ldots, -1]$. The results are $|L|$ and $|L_k|$ with the absolute values taken element-wise. Since $\lambda_k$ is a principal submatrix of $|L|$, interlacing occurs. Since $L$ is similar to $|L|$ and $L_k$ to $|L_k|$, their eigenvalues interlace. \hspace{1cm} $\square$

The property e) is an instance of uniform boundedness—the lower bound on eigenvalues $\lambda_{\text{min}} > 0$ does not depend on $N$ [5], [12], [13]. Applying f) repeatedly, the interlacing holds for any principal submatrix.

Remark 1. In [13] we considered a more general model with a different controller weight $\mu_i$ for each vehicle such that $L_{\mu} = W L$, $W = \text{diag}[\mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots, \mu_N]$. For the clarity of presentation we restricted ourselves here to $L$ in (2) and $\mu_i = 1, \forall i$, although all the results (apart from the steady-state gain) would remain unchanged.

B. Transfer functions

We are interested in how the vector of external inputs $r$ (acting at the inputs of the controller) affects the vector of positions $y$ of vehicles. This is in general described by a transfer function matrix $y(s) = T(s)r(s)$. The $(O, C)$th element of matrix $T(s)$ is denoted by $T_{CO}(s) = \frac{y_{O}(s)}{c_O(s)}$. $C = 1, \ldots, N$, $O = 1, \ldots, N$. The transfer function $T_{CO}(s)$ therefore describes the effect of the external input $r_C$ acting at a vehicle indexed $C$ (called a control vehicle) on the position $y_O$ of the vehicle with an index $O$ (called an output vehicle)—see Fig. 1. We will be interested in how its $H_{\infty}$ norm defined as $\|T_{CO}(s)\|_{\infty} = \sup_{s \geq 0} \|T_{CO}(s)\|$ scales with a growing number $N$ of vehicles and the distance $d_{CO}$ in a graph. We use the statement "from $C$ to $O$" with the meaning of "from the input $r_C$ of the vehicle $C$ to the output $y_O$ of the vehicle $O$". The indices $C$ and $O$ can be chosen arbitrarily. Note that due to bidirectional
architecture, for any selection of $C, O$ the transfer function $T_{CO}(s)$ depends on the whole formation.

Since the graph of a platoon is a path graph, there is only one directed path from the node $C$ to the node $O$. This path is a sequence of edges with the weights $w_{ij}$. The weight of the path is $w_{CO} = \prod_{j=C}^{O-1} w_{j,j+1}$. In our case $w_{i,i+1} = 1$ and $w_{i+1,i} = \epsilon_i$, so

$$w_{CO} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{for } C \leq O, \\ \prod_{i=0}^{C-1} \epsilon_i & \text{for } C > O. \end{cases} \quad (5)$$

The numbers of the directed path from the node $C$ to the node $O$ is called the graph distance $d_{CO}$ between $C$ and $O$. We use the following product form of $T_{CO}(s)$ that we derived in [20, Thm. 5]

$$T_{CO}(s) = w_{CO} \frac{[b(s)q(s)]^{d_{CO}+1} \prod_{i=0}^{N-d_{CO}-1} [a(s)p(s) + \gamma_i b(s)q(s)]}{\prod_{i=0}^{N} [a(s)p(s) + \lambda_i b(s)q(s)]},$$

where $\lambda_j$ is the $j$th eigenvalue of $L$. The coefficients $\gamma_i \in \mathbb{R}$, $\gamma_i \leq \gamma_{i+1}$, are the eigenvalues of the matrix $\bar{L} \in \mathbb{R}^{N-d_{CO}-1 \times N-d_{CO}-1}$ which is obtained from $L$ by deleting all the rows and columns corresponding to the nodes on the path from $C$ to $O$, see [20, Thm. 10]. Note that $\bar{L}$ is a principal submatrix of $L$, hence interlacing in the sense of Lemma 1 f) holds. For instance, for a formation with $C = 3$, $O = 4$ and $N = 5$, we delete the third and the fourth rows and columns of $L$ to get $\bar{L}$ with the eigenvalues $\gamma_i = [0, 1, 1 + \epsilon_2]$, $\gamma_i = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0]$,

$$L = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ -1 + \epsilon_2 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & -1 & 1 + \epsilon_3 & -\epsilon_4 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & -\epsilon_4 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & -1 \end{bmatrix} \quad \Rightarrow \bar{L} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ -1 & 1 + 2 & -\epsilon_2 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & -1 & 1 & -\epsilon_4 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & -\epsilon_4 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}. \quad (7)$$

Using the statement d) in Lemma 1, we can exclude the leader from the formation (and also get rid of $\lambda_1 = 0$ and $\gamma_1 = 0$). Whenever we analyze a transfer-function norm, we will work with $L$ and all the indices will start from 2. This means that we use so-called pinning control scheme [21]. The leader can be included afterwards by multiplying the transfer function $T_{CO}(s)$ by $M(s)$.

**Assumption 1.** The overall platoon with the Laplacian $L$, is asymptotically stable for any $N$.

In other words, for a given vehicle model $G(s)$, we assume that the controller $R(s)$ was designed in such a way that the platoon is stabilized for any number of vehicles. This is a necessary condition for a $H_\infty$ norm analysis. The cases when there exists no controller which stabilizes the platoon for any $N$ are not considered in this paper.

In order to achieve stability, it follows (similarly to [22]) from (6) that the polynomial $a(s)p(s) + \lambda_j b(s)q(s)$ must be stable for any $\lambda_j \in [\lambda_{min}, \lambda_{max}]$. $\lambda_j \in \mathbb{R}$. Since by the assumption the stability is required for all the terms corresponding to $\lambda_1 = 0$ was excluded (the leader was excluded from the formation). Note that $a(s)p(s) + \lambda_j b(s)q(s)$ is a standard form for the denominator in the root-locus theory for the system $\lambda_j M(s)$ with the gain $\lambda_j$. Thus, it is necessary to stabilize the single-agent system $\lambda_j M(s)$ for a bounded interval of the real gain $\lambda_j \in [\lambda_{min}, \lambda_{max}]$. From (4) it follows that also $\gamma_i \in [\lambda_{min}, \lambda_{max}]$, $\forall i$, so if the system is asymptotically stable, all its zeros are in the left half-plane too.

**III. STEADY-STATE GAIN OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS**

Besides the $H_\infty$ norm, another important control-related characteristic of a platoon is the steady-state gain $T_{CO}(0)$. By the internal model principle [18] we assume that $\eta \geq 1$ to enable the vehicles to track the leader’s constant velocity. With at least one integrator in $M(s)$ we get $a(0)p(0) = 0$. After excluding the leader, the steady-state gain follows from (6) as

$$T_{CO}(0) = w_{CO} \frac{[b(0)q(0)]^{d_{CO}+1} \prod_{i=2}^{N-d_{CO}-1} [\gamma_i b(0)q(0)]}{\prod_{i=2}^{N-d_{CO}-1} \lambda_i b(0)q(0)} = w_{CO} \frac{\prod_{i=2}^{N-d_{CO}-1} \lambda_i}{\prod_{i=2}^{N-d_{CO}-1} \lambda_i}. \quad (8)$$

This shows that the steady-state gain does not depend on the dynamic model of an individual agent, it is only a function of the structure of the network ($\lambda$ and $\gamma$ are both obtained from $L$). We can now apply the previous result to get the steady-state gain of the transfer function $T_{CO}(s)$ in vehicle platoons.

**Theorem 1.** The steady-state gain of the platoon is given by

$$T_{CO}(0) = \begin{cases} w_{CO} \left(1 + \sum_{i=1}^{d_{CO}+1} \prod_{j=1}^{i} \epsilon_{i-j} \right) & \text{for } C \leq O \\ w_{CO} \left(1 + \sum_{i=2}^{N-d_{CO}} \prod_{j=1}^{i} \epsilon_{i-j} \right) & \text{for } O < C \end{cases} \quad (9)$$

The proof is in Appendix A. Note that for $C \leq O$, the steady-state gain does not depend on $O$ as $w_{CO} = 1$ for $O \leq C$. We can discuss several cases relevant for the platoon control.

**Corollary 1.** If there is $\epsilon_{max}$ such that $\epsilon_i \leq \epsilon_{max} < 1 \forall i$, then $T_{CO}(0)$ is upper bounded as $T_{CO}(0) \leq \frac{1}{1-\epsilon_{max}}$. This holds for all $N$ and for all $C, O$.

**Proof.** We can bound the product in (9) as $\prod_{i=1}^{d_{CO}+1} \epsilon_{i-j} \leq \epsilon_{max}$.

Then $T_{CO}(0) \leq w_{CO} \left(1 + \sum_{i=2}^{N-d_{CO}} \prod_{j=1}^{i} \epsilon_{i-j} \right) \leq w_{CO} \frac{1}{1-\epsilon_{max}}$. The same holds for $w_{CO} \left(1 + \sum_{i=2}^{N-d_{CO}} \prod_{j=1}^{i} \epsilon_{i-j} \right) \leq w_{CO} \frac{1}{1-\epsilon_{max}}$. If $C \leq O$, then $w_{CO} = 1$. If $C > O$, then $w_{CO} = \prod_{O=1}^{O\geq C-1} \epsilon_i \leq \frac{1}{1-\epsilon_{max}} < 1$. Therefore, $T_{CO}(0) \leq w_{CO} \frac{1}{1-\epsilon_{max}} \leq \frac{1}{1-\epsilon_{max}}$.

The bound on $T_{CO}(0)$ for the predecessor-following control strategy is one (note $\epsilon_{max} = 0$), which is the minimum amidst all control strategies. For the symmetric bidirectional control we use (9) to get the steady-state gain equal to $C-1$, which shows that it is unbounded in $N$. This can be explained by the fact that all the vehicles ahead of the vehicle $C$ have to increase the distance to neighbors by one. The steady-state gains for a fixed control node and a varying output node for several strategies are in Fig. 2b, while the gain from $C$ to $C$ is in Fig. 2a. Although the gain grows with $C$, for a fixed $C$, it does not grow with the number $N$ of agents.

One might also be interested in the change of the intervehicular distance $\Delta_{Q} = y_{O-1} - y_{O}$ as an effect of the input $r_C$. Then $T_{\Delta}(s) = \frac{\Delta_{Q}(s)}{r_C(s)} = T_{CO}(s) - T_{CO}(s)$. Using (9) and (5), its steady-state gain is $T_{\Delta}(0) = 0$ for $O \geq C$ and $T_{\Delta}(0) = -\prod_{i=0}^{C-1} \epsilon_i$, for $O \leq C$. This means that all the vehicles ahead of $C$ have to increase their steady-state distances (unless $\epsilon_i = 0, \forall i$), while distances of the cars behind $C$ remain unchanged. In asymmetric controls with $\epsilon_i \leq \epsilon_{max} < 1 \forall i$ the change in distance will be less than one since $\prod_{i=0}^{C-1} \epsilon_i < 1$.

**IV. SCALING OF $H_\infty$ NORMS IN PLATOONS**

In this section we investigate how the $H_\infty$ norm of an arbitrary transfer function $T_{CO}(s)$ changes when more vehicles are added ($N$ grows). Define two types of transfer functions

$$T_{j}(s) = \frac{\lambda_j b(s)q(s)}{a(s)p(s) + \lambda_j b(s)q(s)} = \frac{a(s)p(s) + \gamma_j b(s)q(s)}{a(s)p(s) + \lambda_j b(s)q(s)} \quad (10)$$

$$Z_{ij}(s) = \frac{\lambda_j b(s)q(s)}{a(s)p(s) + \lambda_j b(s)q(s)} = \frac{a(s)p(s) + \gamma_i b(s)q(s)}{a(s)p(s) + \lambda_j b(s)q(s)}.$$
Theorem 2. The test involves only the closed-loop $T$ of the leader. The next theorem proved in Appendix C extends the one transfer function in the platoon and one input—the movement bound on the eigenvalues. However, the analysis was done only for due to at least one integrator in the open loop, hence

from the product (6), we can form $d_{CO} + 1$ transfer functions of type $T_j(s)$ and $N - d_{CO} - 1$ of type $Z_i(s)$, up to the gain. Let $T_{min}(s)$ be the transfer function of the closed-loop system

$$T_{min}(s) = \frac{\lambda_{\min} b(s) q(s)}{a(s) p(s) + \lambda_{\min} b(s) q(s)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

with $\lambda_{\min}$ acting as a proportional gain ($\lambda_{\min} > 0$ is the lower bound on $\lambda$, $i \geq 2$) Similarly, for the upper bound on eigenvalues $\lambda_{\max}$ let $T_{max}(s)$ be the corresponding closed loop. Note that $|T_j(0)| = 1$ due to at least one integrator in the open loop, hence $||T_j(s)||_\infty \geq 1$.

The next technical Lemma is proved in Appendix B.

Lemma 2. Let $\lambda_i M(\omega_0) = \alpha_j + j\beta_j$ for some frequency $\omega_0 > 0$, $\alpha_j, \beta_j \in \mathbb{R}$, $j = \sqrt{-1}$. Then

a) If $|T_j(\omega_0)| > 1$, then $|T_j(\omega_0)| > 1 \forall \lambda_j \geq \lambda_i$ and $\alpha_j < -1/2$.

b) If $|T_j(\omega_0)| \leq 1$, then $|T_j(\omega_0)| \leq 1 \forall \lambda_j \leq \lambda_i$ and $\alpha_j \geq -1/2$.

c) $|Z_j(\omega_0)| \geq |Z_i(0)|$ for $\{\alpha_j \leq -1 \text{ and } \gamma_j \leq \lambda_j\}$

d) $|Z_j(\omega_0)| \geq |Z_i(0)|$ for $\{1 < \alpha_j \leq -1/2 \text{ and } \gamma_j \leq \lambda_j\}$

e) $|Z_j(\omega_0)| \leq |Z_i(0)|$ for $\{\alpha_j > -1 \text{ and } \gamma_j \geq \lambda_j\}$

A. Exponential growth

It was proved in [13] that the response of the last vehicle grows exponentially in $N$ due to the presence of a uniform nonzero lower bound on the eigenvalues. However, the analysis was done only for one transfer function in the platoon and one input—the movement of the leader. The next theorem proved in Appendix C extends the exponential scaling to an arbitrary transfer function in a finite platoon. The test involves only the closed-loop $T_{min}(s)$ of an individual agent. The proof is in Appendix D.

Theorem 2. If $||T_{min}(s)||_\infty > 1$ and the eigenvalues of $L$ are uniformly bounded from zero, then there are two real constants $0 < \xi \leq 1$ and $\zeta$ depending only on $\lambda_{min}, \lambda_{max}$ and $M(s)$ such that $||T_{CO}(s)||_\infty > \zeta d_{CO} T_{CO}(0) \xi^2$. That is, the norm $||T_{CO}(s)||_\infty$ grows exponentially with the graph distance $d_{CO}$.

We provide a simple way how to tune a SISO controller for a vehicle model $G(s)$ in a platoon of arbitrary size. To achieve $||T_{max}(s)||_\infty = 1$, there must be at most one integrator in the open loop. Systems with one integrator in the open loop were used in [6], [25], despite the fact that they cannot track the leader’s position. This is usually overcame using leader’s velocity as the reference velocity. However, this is a centralized information and the leader’s velocity needs to be broadcast perpetually, which requires a communications infrastructure.

B. Design of a string stable controller

The condition $||T_{max}(s)||_\infty = 1$ provides a simple way to design a SISO controller for a vehicle model $G(s)$ in a platoon of arbitrary size. To achieve $||T_{max}(s)||_\infty = 1$, there must be at most one integrator in the open loop. Systems with one integrator in the open loop were used in [6], [25], despite the fact that they cannot track the leader’s position. This is usually overcome using leader’s velocity as the reference velocity. However, this is a centralized information and the leader’s velocity needs to be broadcast perpetually, which requires a communications infrastructure.

C. Design of a predecessor following controller

For a platoon with uniformly bounded eigenvalues it follows from Theorem 2 that $||T_{min}(s)||_\infty = 1$ is necessary for string stability. Denote a standard closed-loop as $T(s) = M(s)/(1 + M(s))$.

The effect of the input $r_C$ applied at the control node gets amplified with the graph distance between $C$ and $O$. Hence, it is amplified as it propagates further from the control node even in a platoon with fixed $N$. Figure 3 shows scaling for a third-order model with varying asymmetry in a given range. If $O < C$, then $T_{CO}(0)$ given in (9) might decrease faster than $\zeta d_{CO}$ grows and the norm might be less than one (Fig. 3c). If $C \leq O$, then $||T_{CO}(s)||_\infty \gg 1$ for large $d_{CO}$ (Fig. 3a). In Fig. 3b we show how $||T_{CO}(s)||_\infty$ changes with a graph distance $C = 3$ is kept fixed and $O$ is varied, so $d_{CO}$ grows with growing $O$. Two integrators in the open loop ($\eta = 2$) are necessary for tracking of the leader moving with a constant velocity [23, Lem. 3.1]. However, for at least two integrators in the open-loop we have $||T_{min}(s)||_\infty > 1$ [8, Thm. 1]. For a Laplacian with uniformly bounded eigenvalues this means that $||T_{CO}(s)||_\infty$ grows exponentially with the distance $d_{CO}$ and there is no linear controller which
conditions for positive response are dominant real pole and no real zero right from this pole [27]. The controller $R_2(s) = 1.5$ is a simple proportional controller. A controller with a lower gain was used in [6]. It is apparent from Fig. 4 that for approximately the same maximal control effort—with the same controller the PF has easier handling of heterogeneity, 4) faster convergence time for the transient, a bidirectional architecture might still be required, e.g., for safety reasons. Then Theorem 3 gives a condition for design.

V. CONCLUSION

We investigated asymmetric control of vehicle platoons where proportional asymmetry is used—the front spacing error is proportional to the rear spacing error. First we analyzed scaling of steady-state gain of an arbitrary transfer function in a platoon. It was proved that it grows without bound with $N$ for a symmetric bidirectional control scheme, while it stays bounded in a presence of asymmetry. We proved that for more than one integrator in the open loop, the asymmetric bidirectional control is not scalable, because the $\mathcal{H}_\infty$ norm of any transfer function grows exponentially with the graph distance. If we allow the vehicles to know the leader’s velocity (which requires permanent communication), only one integrator in the open loop can be present. Then we provide a simple design method for tuning the controller to achieve bidirectional string stability. In this case also a string-stable predecessor following controller can always be designed. This paper thus gave an overview of the achievable performance in bidirectional control with proportional asymmetry.

APPENDIX A

Proof of Theorem 1. As stated in Sec. II.B., we will work with $L_j = [l_j]$. We begin by calculating the product in the denominator of (8).

The product of all $\lambda_j$’s equals $\det L$. The recursive rule to calculate the determinant of tridiagonal matrix is [28, Lem. 0.9.10] $D_n = l_{n,n}D_{n-1} - l_{n,n+1}l_{n+1,n}D_{n-2}$, where $D_n$ is the determinant of the submatrix of size $n$. We begin from bottom right corner of $L$. Then $D_1 = 1$ (the bottom right element) and $D_2 = 1$. Then $D_3$ can be calculated as $D_3 = (1 + \epsilon_{n-2})D_2 - \epsilon_{n-2}D_1 = 1$. By induction, the determinant of $L$ is $\det L = \prod_{j=2}^{N} \lambda_j = 1$ for any size of $L$.

Now we calculate the product in the numerator of (8). It equals the determinant of $L$. Suppose that $C \leq O$. If $O < C$, then the indices $C$ and $O$ are swapped and only the weight of the path is different. The matrix $\hat{L}$ reads $\hat{L} = \text{diag}(L_1, L_2)$ with

$$L_1 = \begin{bmatrix}
1 + \epsilon_2 & -\epsilon_2 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
-1 & 1 + \epsilon_3 & -\epsilon_3 & \cdots & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \vdots \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & -1 + \epsilon_{C-1}
\end{bmatrix}. \quad (13)$$

The matrix $L_2$ has the same structure as $L_1$, hence $\det L_2 = 1$. The dimensions are $L_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{(C-2) \times (C-2)}$ and $L_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{(N-O-1) \times (N-O-1)}$.

The determinant of $L_1$ of size $n \times n$ can be recursively calculated as $\det L_{1,n} = (1 + \epsilon_n) \det L_{1,n-1} - \epsilon_n \det L_{1,n-2}$. Let us start from the bottom right corner again. Then $\det L_{1,1} = 1 + \epsilon_{C-1}$ and $\det L_{1,2} = 1 + \epsilon_{C-1} + \epsilon_{C-2} \epsilon_{C-2}$. The determinant

$$\det L_{1,3} = (1 + \epsilon_{C-3}) \det L_{1,2} - \epsilon_{C-3} \det L_{1,1} = 1 + \epsilon_{C-1} + \epsilon_{C-1} \epsilon_{C-2} + \epsilon_{C-1} \epsilon_{C-2} \epsilon_{C-3}. \quad (14)$$

The pattern is now apparent and the determinant of $L_1$ is $\det L_1 = 1 + \sum_{i=1}^{C} \prod_{i=1}^{C} \epsilon_{C-j}$. The sum goes from 1 to $2 - C$ because we excluded the leader from the formation and the vehicle $C$ is part of the path from $C$ to $O$, so $C - 2$ vehicles remain. Since $\det L = \det L_1 \det L_2$, the steady state gain is then $T_{CO}(0) = w_{CO} \frac{\det L_1 \det L_2}{\det L} = w_{CO} \left(1 + \sum_{i=1}^{C-2} \prod_{j=1}^{C} \epsilon_{C-j}\right)$.

APPENDIX B

Proof of Lemma 2. Proof of a): The proof can be found as a part of the proof of [13, Thm. 3]. It also follows from the proof that $|T_{1}(|\omega|)| > 1 \Leftrightarrow \alpha < -1/2$. 

Proof of Lemma 3. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2 for $T_{2}$ and $T_{3}$.
Fig. 5: Matching of $\lambda_j$ and $\gamma_i$ to form $Z_{ij}(s)$. Dashed pairs are the two $Z_{ij}(s)$ for which $|Z_{ij}(j\omega_0)| > 1$ is not guaranteed.

Proof of b) follows from a). Suppose that $|T_j(j\omega_0)| > 1$ for $\lambda_j < \lambda_i$. Then by a) also $|T_j(j\omega_0)| > 1$, which contradicts the assumption $|T_j(j\omega)| \leq 1$. Hence, $|T_j(j\omega_0)| \leq 1$.

Proof of statements c)-e): The transfer function $Z_{ij}(s)$ can be written as $Z_{ij}(s) = \frac{1 + j\lambda_j M(j\omega)}{1 + j\gamma_i M(j\omega)}$. Its squared modulus at $\omega_0$ is using $\kappa_j = \frac{\lambda_j}{\gamma_i}$ given as
\[
|Z_{ij}(j\omega_0)|^2 = \frac{1 + \kappa_j (j\alpha + j\beta_j)^2}{1 + (j\alpha + j\beta_j)^2} = \kappa_j^2 \left[ 1 + \frac{\left( \frac{1}{\kappa_j} - 1 \right) (2\alpha_j + 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa_j})}{(\alpha_j + 1)^2 + \beta_j^2} \right].
\]

Denote the numerator $m_{ij} = \left( \frac{1}{\kappa_j} - 1 \right) (2\alpha_j + 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa_j})$. The square of the steady-state gain is $|Z_{ij}(0)|^2 = \kappa_j^2$. If $m_{ij} > 0$, then $|Z_{ij}(j\omega_0)|^2 > |Z_{ij}(0)|^2 = \kappa_j^2$, since $(\alpha_j + 1)^2 + \beta_j^2 > 0$. If $m_{ij} \leq 0$, then $|Z_{ij}(j\omega_0)|^2 \leq |Z_{ij}(0)|^2$. Let us analyze the statements c)-e).

c) If $\alpha_j \leq -1$ and $\gamma_i \geq \lambda_j$, then $\left( \frac{1}{\kappa_j} - 1 \right) \leq 0$ and also $2\alpha_j + 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa_j} \leq 0$, hence $m_{ij} \geq 0$ which proves the statement.
d) If $-1 < \alpha_j \leq -\frac{1}{2}$ and $\gamma_i \leq \lambda_j$, so $\kappa_j \leq 1$, then $\left( \frac{1}{\kappa_j} - 1 \right) \geq 0$ and also $2\alpha_j + 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa_j} > 0$, $m_{ij} \geq 0$ and d) is proved.
e) If $\alpha_j > -\frac{3}{2}$ and $\gamma_i \geq \lambda_j$, then $\left( \frac{1}{\kappa_j} - 1 \right) \leq 0$ and $2\alpha_j + 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa_j} \geq 0$, hence $m_{ij} \leq 0$ and e) is proved.

APPENDIX D

Proof of Theorem 3. First we prove that if $||T_{\text{max}}(s)||_{\infty} = 1$, then $||T_{\text{CO}}(s)||_{\infty} = ||T_{\text{CO}}(0)||$. As in the proof of Theorem 2, we will form $Z_j(s)$ and $T_j(s)$ in a suitable way. Let $\alpha_j + j\beta_j = \lambda_j M(j\omega)$ at some frequency $\omega_0$. Since $||T_{\text{max}}(s)||_{\infty} = 1$, it follows from Lemma 2 b) that $|T_j(j\omega_0)| \leq 1\omega_0, \forall \lambda_j \leq \lambda_\text{max}$ and $\alpha_j \geq -\frac{1}{2}, \forall \omega_0$.

Using Lemma 1 f) we can pair all $\gamma_i$ with unique $\lambda_j$ such that $\gamma_i > \lambda_j$ to form $Z_{ij}(s)$. Then c) in Lemma 2 implies that $|Z_{ij}(j\omega_0)| \leq |Z_{ij}(0)|$ for all $i,j$. Since $\alpha_j \geq -\frac{1}{2}$ for all $\omega_0$, we have that $||Z_{ij}(s)||_{\infty} = ||Z_{ij}(0)||$ for all pairs $\gamma_i, \lambda_j$. All remaining terms $T_j(s)$ in (16) by Lemma 2b) satisfy $|T_j(j\omega_0)| \leq 1$ for all $\omega_0$. Hence, all transfer functions in the product (16) have their norm less than or equal to one and $||T_{\text{CO}}(s)||_{\infty} = ||T_{\text{CO}}(0)||$.

Now let us go back to bidirectional string stability. Consider $O \geq C$ and let $r_C$ be the input at the control node. Then the first transfer function in (12) can be written as
\[
\frac{y_0(s)}{y_{0-1}(s)} = \frac{r_C(s)T_{\text{CO}}(s)}{r_C(s)T_{\text{CO}}(0)} = \frac{T_{\text{CO}}(0)}{T_{\text{CO}}(s)} = \frac{b(s)q(s)}{b(s)q(s)} = \frac{\prod_{j=1}^{N-d_{\text{CO}}} a(s)p(s) + \gamma_{j,O} b(s)q(s)}{\prod_{j=1}^{N-d_{\text{CO}}} a(s)p(s) + \gamma_{j,O} b(s)q(s)}. \tag{17}
\]

Let $L_{O-1}$ and $L_O$ be the submatrices of $L$ corresponding to the paths from $C$ to $O-1$ and from $C$ to $O$, respectively. Their eigenvalues are $\gamma_{j,O-1}$ and $\gamma_{j,O}$, respectively. Because of the fact that $L_O$ is a submatrix of $L_{O-1}$, the eigenvalues of $L_{O-1}$ and $L_O$ must interlace in a sense of f) in Lemma 1. We can pair $\gamma_{j,O-1}$ and $\gamma_{j,O}$ by Lemma 1 f) such that $\gamma_{j,O-1} \leq \gamma_{j,O}$ and form $Z_{ij}(s)$ as above. Then, $\prod_{j=1}^{N-d_{\text{CO}}} a(s)p(s) + \gamma_{j,O} b(s)q(s)$ remains. Its $H_\infty$ norm is less than its steady-state gain by b) in Lemma 2. The steady-state gain of $\frac{y_0(s)}{y_{0-1}(s)}$ is one, since by Theorem 1 the steady-state gain is identical for all the vehicles behind the control node. Hence, $\frac{y_0(s)}{y_{0-1}(s)} \|_{\infty} \leq 1$ for $C \geq O$.

The other direction ($C \geq O$) has the ratio of outputs with the same structure as (17), the only difference is its steady-state gain. It follows from (9) that the steady-state gain is
\[
\frac{T_{\text{CO}}(0)}{T_{\text{CO}}(s)} = \frac{1 + \sum_{i=1}^{O-1} \prod_{j=1}^{N} p_{j-i}}{1 + \sum_{i=1}^{O-1} \prod_{j=1}^{N} p_{j-i}} < 1. \tag{18}
\]

Since the norm $||y_{0-1}(s)/y_0(s)||_{\infty}$ is at most 1, bidirectional string stability was proved.
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